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To whom it may concern                WITHOUT PREJUDICE

             My name is  I live at  and have serious
concerns re- the expansion of the quarry. I moved to this semi rural site in the early 90s
mainly to get away from the light pollution in the city so I can do some serious astronomy.
I have built observatories and since the 90s the light from the quarry at night has gotten
worse and ruined the pristine night sky, this will only get worse in a 24/7 operation.
              I do a lot of shift work in a local hospital and can vouch at constantly being waken
up by passing trucks during the day. The fatigue at work is hard to appreciate unless you
have experienced such long term broken sleep and that is at the current truck rate.
              The dust from the quarry during westerly, north west and south west winds
directly effects Brandy Hill regardless of water damping, a 24 / 7 operation would make
this a non stop concern.
              I wonder if you could put me in touch with the peer reviewed data regarding truck
noise and safety if this goes ahead?   Clearly there would be dust monitoring stations set up
for various particulate sizes,could you let me know the location and specifications and
frequency of monitoring of these stations? Also I have a lot of money invested in
astronomy I need to know the current light pollution guide lines for permanent night
illumination in a semi rural area. Finally clearly this will be the demise of property prices
in this area, will there be any compensatory mechanism in place?
                 I am staggered and alarmed that I have not received any information regarding
this proposal by mail, from council or the quarry ??? I've only just found out from the
concerned residence action group, this is unacceptable as I have always been a local rate
payer.

                                                       




